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W

hen some of you of
a certain age started
working as a young
litigator, “processing”
involved nothing more than having
boxes of dusty documents copied.
You would then review the copies.
Processing electronically stored
information (ESI) is much more
complex not only because of the
many document formats and
garbage files but also the sheer
volume. In short, you need both
quality and speed.
Lexbe Native Processing+ (TIFF)
... in One Sentence
Launching today, Lexbe Native
Processing+
(TIFF)
eliminates
duplicates and other irrelevant
documents from ESI, and converts
the remaining documents into a
TIFF-based load file.
The Killer Feature
According to Lexbe, its new service
is among the fastest. How fast? The
company reported in a white paper
that the new service processed the
famous 53 GB Enron data set into
TIFF images in 5.3 hours. In one
day, Lexbe Native Processing+ can
handle more than 240 GB of ESI or
about 23 million pages.
Lexbe’s fast processing enables
you to start your document reviews
sooner, and meet tight discovery
deadlines even as the volume of
ESI continues to grow. Because
your clients’ ESI spends less time
being processed, Lexbe Native
Processing+ also costs less than
the going rate for processing.
Other Notable Features
Lexbe Native Processing+ (TIFF)
achieves its speed advantage thanks

to proprietary processing software
that works across multiple servers.
Lexbe can provision as many servers
as your job needs depending on its
size and your deadline.
By contrast, law firms and legal
departments that use desktop
processing software internally can’t
add more PCs easily. You need a
data center, and specialty software
for this kind of scale. Processing
also requires trained personnel to
apply various filters such as deduplication. Even the largest law
firms usually have a relatively small
team of litigation project managers
and technicians.
As a result, a 200 GB job at a law
firm or legal department could
take weeks or more using 100% of
available resources. Lexbe could
finish this job in just days.
Lexbe transmits and stores the ESI
you provide using 256-bit encryption.

The company’s data centers reside
in the United States, and meet
all the latest security standards
such as SSAE 16 and ISAE 3042.
Additionally, Lexbe has achieved ISO
27001 certification and validation as
a Level 1 Service Provider under the
PCI Data Security Standard.
What Else Should You Know?
You can use the TIFF-based
load file created by Lexbe Native
Processing+ in any discovery
review software, including Lexbe’s
eponymous cloud application.
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